This article addresses one of the central debates regarding globalization: how best to approach liberalizing markets in order to balance the interests of local and non--local actors and institutions. It takes the legal services market as its focus and draws on the South Korean ("Korea") experience as a case study. Korea recently liberalized its regulatory approach to legal services by changing both its method of producing lawyers (including initiating a graduate level law school system and drastically increasing the proportion of bar exam passers) and allowing foreign competition to directly enter its market through foreign law firms and foreign--licensed lawyers working as foreign legal consultants. Arguments for liberalization suggest that competition from foreign actors will introduce benefits to the local market that are particularly important to global actors. In the legal services context, this suggests that global clients may prefer particular expertise and experiences that would be recognized and promoted by the law firms serving them. In our research, we explore this possibility by analyzing the hiring preferences of law firms serving global clients as reflected in the credentials of their lawyers. We draw on a unique dataset comprised of information published by law firms in the form of professional profiles of their lawyers. The firms we analyze are competitors in the global market and include five elite Korean law firms and U.S.--based law firms with Korean--practices situated in their Hong Kong offices-a short airplane trip from Seoul. Our analysis provides insight into the credentials and expertise preferred by each group of firms. From this, we assess the ways in which the two groups of law firms value foreign legal education and law school reputation, as well as the interplay of globalization and gender.
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One of the great debates among economists and policymakers concerns how best to approach liberalizing markets in order to balance the interests of local and non--local actors and institutions. 1 The legal services market is no exception. The argument for liberalizing the legal services market goes something like this: As technology facilitates interaction that transcends national borders and as regulatory and operational barriers that prevent investment diminish, the need for legal services to support business activities requires that lawyers have access to the same markets open to their clients. One element of this argument is that investors prefer their home country advisors (including lawyers), so that in this respect liberalization of the legal services market promotes investment and economic growth.
In the context of legal services, the argument for liberalization carries an implicit suggestion that the services and advice provided by global law firms 2 are different from those available from local firms. Differences might relate to expertise regarding fields of practice, industries and types of transactions, as well as to national law and professional and business culture. Professional norms may be different too, and may encompass issues related to conflicts of interest, responsiveness and communication, among others. This does not suggest differences in quality, although that too may be contested. Instead, the key question is whether a global business environment demands a different set of expertise, experience and approach.
Research suggests that one potential consequence of liberalization is that actors in the local market will develop expertise to match their global competitors. 3 In the context of the legal services market, this process is supported at least in part by the circulation of lawyers among global and local law firms and clients, which in turn facilitates the development of new legal expertise by local lawyers, and through them, by their firms. Agreements anticipate the permission of increased activity through a planned staged reduction of barriers over the five years following their effectiveness. 9 At approximately the same time that the opening of the Korean legal services market began, Korea's legal education and licensing regime also underwent substantial revision, 10 effecting a rebalancing of the necessary investment for obtaining the status of a lawyer in Korea. Today, while more time is required for formal legal education, there is more certainty that graduates will succeed in passing the bar exam and becoming licensed Korean lawyers. The new legal education and licensing regime also is likely to change the incentives for bypassing the Korean legal education and licensing regime by pursuing foreign legal education and licensing outside of Korea. Korea's importance as a site of study is further enhanced by the pre--liberalization development of a small group of elite internationally--focused Korean law firms, which have provided competition for global law firms that only recently have been permitted to formally enter the Korean market. These elite Korean law firms have been the focus of substantial research, which provides a rich foundation for our work.
11 By considering 9 In most FTAs that Korea has entered into, the staged opening of the legal services the hiring preferences of both Korean and global firms-which meet as competitors and collaborators in the legal services market-we hope to provide a benchmark for future study. Finally, we benefit from the substantial attention already devoted to the Korean legal profession, including research investigating these elite Korean law firms and the careers of their lawyers.
We begin with a brief overview of the Korean legal market, where our focus is on both those elite internationally--focused Korean law firms that serve corporate clients and the regulatory context in which these firms developed. We then draw on an original dataset developed from the professional profiles of lawyers working in two groups of potential competitor law firms: the elite Korean law firms and a group of U.S. firms with Korea--focused practices situated in Hong Kong (an easy flight to Seoul and a preferred location for such practices prior to the effective date of the Korea--U.S. FTA).
12 A comparison of the backgrounds and credentials of the lawyers in these two groups of firms provides insight into the preferences of the law firms. Between them, they offer three groups of lawyers for our study: (1) Korean--licensed lawyers practicing in Korean firms, (2) foreign--licensed lawyers practicing in Korean firms and (3) foreign--licensed lawyers practicing in the U.S. firms' Hong Kong offices. Exploring their backgrounds and credentials allows us to consider their fungibility, and suggests how greater mobility of individual lawyers among the firms, combined with regulatory changes, may modify preferences and opportunities in the Korean legal services market. In the sections below, we focus specifically on legal education, practice experience and gender in order to provide a framework for comparing the preferences of the firms and the investments made by their lawyers. We conclude with suggestions for future research.
II. THE KOREAN CONTEXT: LAW FIRMS, LAWYERS AND THE MARKET FOR LEGAL SERVICES
Our focus here is on a relatively small segment of the Korean legal profession.
13 This is not to say that globalization will ignore the rest of the profession, but we leave to others the work of considering this influence. Here, our investigation is limited to those most directly involved in the market that serves global corporate clients: the elite Korean law firms that originated with a focus on serving international business clients investing in Korea. This small group of elite Korean firms was founded by lawyers who personally invested in international credentials, and who sought from the start to represent international corporate clients.
14 They did not focus on domestic businesses at least in part because Korean corporations traditionally did not seek professional advice from law firms. 15 Foreign, and particularly U.S.--based businesses, however, were accustomed to relying on lawyers in private practice, and the Korean firms sought to serve this role regarding the inbound work generated by foreign corporations initiating operations in Korea. The international focus of these firms was a reflection of their founders' personal trajectories. This history has been explored by others and we will not repeat the details here, but the important point is the common path of the founders: after studying in Korea and qualifying as a Korean lawyer-itself an arduous path 16 -they pursued additional legal 15 Lee, supra note 11, at 231 (explaining the difference between international and domestic matters: "In a sense, international affairs were the only place where law and lawyers could function without the governmental guide, because all the important business of domestic affairs were totally occupied and controlled by the bureaucratic government.").
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On the difficulty of qualifying as a lawyer in Korea during this period, see also are credited with developing the law firm model in Korea. 21 In the early years of the firms' development, when law firms were virtually unknown in Korea, public perception considered "law firm lawyers" and "international lawyers" to be synonymous. 22 More recently, the firms also broadened their practices to include Korean--based corporate clients and the growing demand for domestic corporate legal advice, while at the same time maintaining their core foreign corporate clientele and international focus.
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This development pattern for the elite Korean law firms of international--followed--by--domestic focus is described by one local participant--observer as "the localization of international legal services." 24 These elite Korean firms share a third commonality. In addition to their international founders and focus, each firm also has pursued a two--track hiring and promotion approach that furthered their international identity. On one hand, they encouraged their Korean--licensed lawyers to study law outside of Korea. For those who had not pursued international legal education prior to joining the firm, generous leave--of--absence policies, sometimes coupled with financial support, was available to allow lawyers to interrupt their practices to study overseas. 25 On the other hand, the firms also hired a second set of advisors to serve their foreign has become the source of credentials increasingly as important as international currency-is that it allows many of them to cross over boundaries and avoid the segmentation that limits others' possibilities."). See also Moon, supra note 11, at 6 (describing "Korean--descent foreign lawyers" who, "after failing the judicial examination, finished one--year LL.M. course in American law schools, passed New York bar and came back to Korea working as Korean law specialist other than foreign law specialist, which spread a sense of grievance all throughout Korean law circles."). 29 Lee, supra note 11.
A key element is the bar examination. Traditionally in Korea, the bar examination served the primary function of filtering entry to the roles of judge and prosecutor. Korea's bar exam has carried a notoriously low pass rate. 31 other foreign legal systems, offered a mechanism for bypassing the harshness of the licensing regime. Supporting this path to foreign legal education and licensing is the fact that Korean families place a high value on education, including foreign education. And in offering positions in top law firms to these succeeding generations of Korean elites, who might not otherwise qualify as lawyers in Korea but could master the more predictable and lenient bar exam in the U.S., the finesse around the regulatory barrier was completed.
The new framework for the education and licensing of Korean lawyers continues to unfold as we write. Education that used to be conducted under the direction of law faculties now occurs in graduate law school programs. The reform has resulted in a general requirement that law school graduation is a condition to sitting for the bar. 38 The size of each school's student body is strictly limited by the Ministry of Education with an eye toward the total number of graduates who might sit for the bar examination in any particular year. The Ministry of Justice each year decides the particular number of individuals who will be permitted to pass the bar examination. 39 Careful attention has been given to the relationship of the size of the graduating class of new law school graduates and the number of bar passers, to try to offer appropriate incentives to law students to pursue their studies with sufficient attention and interest in coursework and other law school activities. The old regime's low bar pass rate resulted in students spending tremendous amounts of energy (and other resources) on preparing for the bar exam. The new regime is intended to help students gain more from their law school experience because passing the bar exam will be possible for a greater proportion of graduating students.
To the extent that the pass rate for the Korean bar exam is raised substantially, the need to leave Korea to pursue legal education and a law license elsewhere is likely to diminish. If the pass rate is high enoughperhaps as high as two--thirds of test takers, 40 for example-there may be a 37 Kwon, supra note 10, at 1. substantial reduction in the number of Korean students who pursue legal education outside of Korea. At the same time, the shift to a graduate law school system has decreased the available slots for students to study law in Korea. Before the reforms, as many as 9,000 students studied law in approximately 100 Korean universities each year, all of whom were eligible to sit for the bar exam under the old regime. 41 Now, the number is limited to 2,000 at 25 accredited law schools, whose graduates will have exclusive eligibility to take the new bar exam. 42 Students who are not admitted to law school in Korea might pursue legal studies overseas, 43 and in this way the tide of students enrolling in U.S. law schools might continue much the same as under the old regime.
The reforms may privilege certain students over others. For example, English language proficiency is a factor considered in admissions decisions to law school in Korea, and an international mindedness may be considered an important element for success in school. 44 These qualities may be easier for economically privileged students to acquire. 45 Parallel to the reform of Korean legal educational, another change relates to the ability of foreign law firms to establish offices in Korea. The government has agreed to reduce barriers to foreign law firms, and has begun this process by implementing a licensing regime for foreign-- . As a result, the 25 accredited law schools have stopped admitting new undergraduate law students since 2009. Most of these schools have had a large student population; in total, they used to admit about 4,700 students each year. 43 Students can still study law in the remaining undergraduate faculties but they cannot obtain the eligibility to take the bar exam. Moreover, the undergraduate law major is not considered to be advantageous in terms of the law school admission. Many expect the interest in undergraduate law major will decline over time. Consultant Offices (or FLCOs). 46 Only lawyers individually registered as Foreign Legal Consultants (FLCs) may practice with a FLCO in Korea under the current terms of the regulations.
The basic framework of Korea's FLC Act is quite typical of other jurisdictions that use the same status to regulate foreign--licensed lawyers. 47 The Act requires foreign--licensed lawyers to register, which provides information to Korean authorities about who is practicing in the country. In addition, it limits the scope of an FLC's advisory activities to the regime in which the FLC is assumed to be competent, based on his/her qualification: the law of the jurisdiction in which the FLC is admitted (as well as international law). 48 To this end, the Act requires foreign lawyers to have some practice experience related to the law of the jurisdiction in which they are licensed, and they must have practiced in that country for at least one year in order to qualify for FLC status. Last, FLC status is mandatory only for foreign--licensed lawyers practicing with foreign law firms; it has not been interpreted at the time we write to require foreign--licensed lawyers practicing with Korean law firms or in corporate counsel positions to obtain an FLC license, although this may be reconsidered in the future. This inapplicability of the FLC registration process based on the employer's identity means that foreign and local firms are not on equal footing in capitalizing on the services of foreign--licensed lawyers. The changes described in this section reflect globalization's influence on the way in which lawyers are produced and on the market for competition over their services. 49 Both the client--side of that market and the supply of new lawyers will feel the effects of these forces. These changes will shift as the legal services market is exposed more directly to foreign law firms and lawyers in the planned phased opening. before this opening, the market for lawyers was substantially affected by global forces because of the importance of foreign legal education and the presence of foreign--licensed lawyers. These are described in more detail below.
III. PARTICIPANTS IN KOREA'S LEGAL SERVICES MARKET: THE LAWYERS
In this Section, we begin with an overview of the data in order to set the stage for our focus on legal education, practice experience and gender, below. Our data were collected from the websites of Korean--and U.S.--based law firms in order to enable comparison of the firms' preferences for particular credentials, characteristics and experiences. As described earlier, the data allows a comparison of three groups of lawyers: (1) Korean--licensed lawyers practicing with Korean law firms, (2) foreign--licensed lawyers practicing with Korean law firms and (3) lawyers practicing in Hong Kong on behalf of U.S.--based firms and concentrating on Korea--related matters. The third group (referred to as "Hong Kong lawyers") is further limited to individuals who could be identified as ethnically Korean, including Korean nationals and Korean Americans. We imposed this limitation because we wanted to explore the fungibility or essential similarities of the foreign--licensed lawyers practicing in Korean firms (group 2) and the Hong Kong lawyers. Our expectation was that lawyers in groups 2 and 3 were similarly affected by the regulatory approach of Korea's earlier bar pass regime, which had the effect of "pushing out" students who might be interested in legal careers because of the low pass rate and the resulting uncertainty about whether time spent investing in preparing for a legal career might be wasted. 51 Thus, our interest was focused on those U.S.--based law firm lawyers who had both a practice and personal connection to Korea (through ethnicity and/or nationality). The common understanding is that both groups 2 and 3 are populated primarily by lawyers that come within the ' Seong--Hyun Kim, supra note 11, at 10.
whether they provided comparable opportunities to the lawyers most directly affected by Korea's regulatory approach. 54 The data were gathered in 2011. We describe below the method for gathering and coding data, and then analyze the overall characteristics of the data, categorizing the lawyers into the three groups described above. We then compare the groups on the basis of particular characteristics, including law school reputation and gender, to reveal some of the distinctions between preferences of Korean and U.S.--based firms.
We reviewed and coded biographical information in the professional profile of each lawyer from law firm websites of five of the elite, internationally--focused Korean law firms. 55 Among the characteristics we coded are status in the firm (partner, associate, etc.), gender, education (degree earned, university and law school), languages, practice area and earlier work experience. We cannot be certain that all relevant information was published in the lawyer profiles, and the data reflect only published information. For example, descriptions of earlier work experience may not be as consistently reported as other categories of information. In all, we gathered biographical information for 1510 lawyers practicing in the five Korean law firms.
With regard to the U.S.--based law firms, we began by searching the websites of U.S.--based law firms to determine which firms had Korea--focused practices and where the lawyers in these practices were based. Hong Kong emerged as the most common site, 56 and we focused our energy on identifying those U.S.--based law firms with Hong Kong offices that housed lawyers whose practice focus included inbound or outbound Korean matters and clients. We identified 14 of these firms and proceeded to review the professional profiles for lawyers involved in such practices. Our search was aimed at identifying lawyers who were both ethnically Korean and involved in Korea--related practices. Evidence of ethnicity was based on a lawyer's name, photo, language and, in certain instances, information on schooling, other activities pursued in Korea and nationality. We identified 59 lawyers who could be identified as ethnically Korean and coded their profiles for the same characteristics as in the case of the Korean--law firm lawyers, described above. 57 It is not possible to verify the representativeness of our sample, either with regard to the total group of lawyers and law firms based in Korea whose practices concentrate on international corporate matters, or with regard to global law firms relating to their Korean--focused practices. 54 However, we could not consistently distinguish between Korean nationals and those who were ethnically Korean, and gathered information on both groups with regard to the U.S.--based law firms (we use the term "Korean ethnicity" or "ethnically Korean" to refer to both).
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Data gathering for the Korean law firms was conducted in May--June 2011. 56 See Lin, supra note 52 (confirming Hong Kong as a common site for these practices). While we were comprehensive in our approach for the five Korean firms we selected for study, we do not have information available to assess their representativeness of other internationally--focused corporate firms. At the same time, our concentration on Korean--ethnicity for lawyers practicing with U.S.--based firms may not reflect the larger group of lawyers involved in Korea--related practices for these firms. Rather, our research provides a case study of the preferences reflected in the profiles of the particular lawyers included in the data. The analysis below offers a benchmark for studying the market for Korean legal services before and after market opening and the influx of new law school graduates into these firms. 58 The overall characteristics of the lawyers in our dataset are set out in Table 1 . Generally, most of the lawyers share three characteristics: they are licensed in Korea, they are ethnically Korean and they are male. Of those lawyers who are not licensed in Korea, the vast majority (84.1%) are licensed in the U.S. Table 2 describes some of the basic characteristics of this group, including education --specifically, the university attended and whether a law--degree was earned. Under Korea's earlier regime, which governed the lawyers we study here, the primary degree in law was an undergraduate course of study resulting in an LL.B. Education is discussed in more detail below; here, we note only that our focus is on three elite universities -Seoul National University, Korea University and Yonsei University ("SKY") -that together account for a substantial proportion of our sample. Korean law firms began hiring graduates of the new law school system when they first were introduced to the legal market in 2012. So our data of 2011 fit very nicely to compare these changes.
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Bar admission is not exclusive, so individuals who are licensed in Korea, the U.S. and elsewhere are reported in all three groups. CONGRESS (1990) , available at http://countrystudies.us/south--korea/37.htm ("With the exception of the military, whose top echelons were educated at the Korea Military Academy, the postwar elites of South Korea shared one characteristic: they were graduates of the most prestigious universities. There was a well--defined hierarchy of such schools, starting with Seoul National University at the top and followed by Yonsei University and Korea University Table 3 for lawyers practicing with these Korean firms who are not licensed in Korea (group 2, whose members we refer to as 'foreign--licensed lawyers'). It is worth mentioning here the variation in ties to Korea in the foreign--licensed lawyer group. Nearly one--third (30.0%) combine Korean ethnicity with an indication of close ties to the country: they earned their undergraduate degrees in Korea. Another 45.9% appear to have looser ties: they are ethnically Korean and graduated from college in the U.S. 63 On the other hand, certain of the foreign--licensed lawyers appear to have had little or no connection to Korea until they were adults; 15.9% of foreign--licensed lawyers who are not ethnically Korean, based on our analysis of their professional profiles, and also did not earn an undergraduate degree in Korea. (ii) % who earned a law degree in the U.S. 83.3%
(a) % of those who earned U.S. law degree who also earned undergraduate degree in the U.S.
62.7%
(b) % of those who earned U.S. law degree who earned undergraduate degree in Korea 34.2%
Jurisdiction of law license (showing only jurisdictions with at least 5 lawyers represented):
(i) % of all foreign--licensed lawyers admitted in the U.S. 84.1%
(ii) % of all foreign--licensed lawyers admitted in China 5.6%
(iii) % of all foreign--licensed lawyers admitted in Canada 2.6% Table 4 sets out overall characteristics of the Hong Kong lawyers (group 3), who are ethnically Korean and working in Korea--focused practices for U.S.--based law firms in their Hong Kong offices.
(describing Jeffrey Jones, a foreign--licensed lawyer who has practiced in Korea since 1980, as having had, since he began practicing with the firm, "some involvement with most of the foreign investors active in Korea"). Tables 2--4 reveal, the overwhelming majority of lawyers in our dataset are Korean--licensed. However, more than one--quarter (28.6%) of all the lawyers practicing in Korean firms are licensed outside of Korea; a segment of these lawyers also are Korean--licensed. This indicates a significant investment on the part of these law firms in global credentials and reflects their outward--focused strategy, which characterizes even their home country head offices. This aggregation of Korean--licensed and foreign--licensed lawyers in the home offices of the Korean firms reflects a mirror image of the "glocal" approach that U.S.--based law firms have taken to their overseas offices and practices there. glocal approach consists of combining in a single overseas office both locally educated and licensed lawyers who capture local knowledge and U.S. law graduates who develop lines of communication to the firms' home offices and represent the U.S. identity of the firms' origins. But the glocal strategy has not reached into home office staffing for most U.S.--based law firms; it is an approach limited to their overseas structures. To better understand the ways in which Korean firms pursue a glocal strategy at home, we explore the characteristics, credentials and experiences of their lawyers in the following section.
Our analysis embraces both lawyers and law firms because both are potential competitors that likely will be influenced by the changes in regulation, legal education and other forces. These potential competitors are first, the Korean and U.S.--based law firms that are focused on representing clients in the international Korean legal market, and second, the individual foreign--licensed (group 2) and Hong Kong--based (group 3) lawyers, who populate the firms and help them reach beyond their respective national identities to better relate to the clients and others involved in Korea's international legal services market. By comparing on two levels-individual and firm-we hope to illuminate possible interactions that reveal differences in firm preferences and lawyer profiles that together suggest opportunities and challenges related to their identities. 66 In addition, we aim to provide a benchmark for future study that addresses the results of liberalization as U.S. (and other foreign) law firms move into Seoul, and the new law school regime begins producing graduates who have passed the bar and begin their careers in the context of greater openness and possibly also increased competition for lawyers.
A. LEGAL EDUCATION: THREE STRANDS OF THE KOREAN MARKET FOR LEGAL SERVICES
Education is a means of investing in assets recognized by law firms and their clients. It serves as a path for acquiring important experiences and credentials both within and outside of Korea. In some cases, this leads also to the more formal credential of being licensed to practice law. Even without the license, however, the educational credentials of the lawyers we study reflect the importance of prestige and of gaining fluency and comfort with particular contexts. It has special importance in Korea, Smart, eds., 2001)(introducing the concept of glocalization "as a corrective to the oversimplified dichotomy between global homogeneity, on the one hand, and local differentiation, on the other, that characterized thinking on the interaction between the emergence of global markets and local markets, cultures, identities and practices."). See also Silver, Phelan and Rabinowitz, supra note 2 (describing global law firms). where education has served as a mechanism for social mobility. 67 At the same time, for the firms, education may serve as a signal to reinforce a firm's prestige and ability to successfully compete for top talent. 68 In this section, we explore and compare, where possible, the educational credentials of the three groups of lawyers.
We begin by focusing on the reputation of the educational institution where our lawyers earned their first degree in law. For Korean--licensed lawyers practicing with Korean law firms (group 1), the existing hierarchy of Korean society frames their experiences and places great emphasis on the school they attend. 69 These lawyers establish important relationships through their school ties, and these relationships in themselves are valuable tools in the arsenal necessary to acquire and represent clients in Korea. As Hyo Young Kang, a U.S.--educated and -licensed lawyer who has served in a variety of relevant roles, including with elite Korean, English and U.S.--based law firms, commented, "[y]oung lawyers entering a Korean firm know they can count on the upperclassmen they knew at, say, SNU for mentoring and advice. Indeed, in Korean society, such school bonds last a lifetime, providing most of a graduate's professional network and much of his social one as well."
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Prestige, then, is valuable in itself as well as bringing practical consequences.
For Korean--licensed lawyers, the relevant source of educational reputation is the undergraduate degree institution, in contrast to those in the foreign--licensed and Hong Kong groups with a U.S. J.D. (groups 2 and 3, respectively). As reported in Table 2 , 92% of the Korean--licensed lawyers earned their undergraduate degree at one of the three elite SKY 67 See generally BRUCE CUMINGS, KOREA'S PLACE IN THE SUN: A MODERN HISTORY 59 (1996) ("[T]he practical glue holding the system together was education"). 68 Silver, supra note 3, at 10--12 (describing Chinese law firms' inexperience with WTO disputes as they were developing substantive expertise).
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In fact, some lawyers with strong Korean ties have explained to us that high school also matters a great deal in Korea, in addition to the university connection. See also Brendon Carr, Dominance of SKY universities nearly complete in legal profession, KOREAN TOP NEWS (Oct. 26, 2008), available at http://koreantopnews.com/Business/Dominance_of_SKY_Universities_Nearly_Comple te_in_Legal_Profession/ ("Anyone who's had contact with Korean society for any period of time will be familiar with the importance of school networks, and, thus, the university entrance examination. An unholy triumvirate of three universities in the capital-Seoul National University ("S"), Korea University ("K"), and Yonsei University ("Y")-has such a hammerlock on influence and power that teenagers will sit out a year and try again on the test rather than go to a "lesser" university, or commit suicide out of hopelessness over their lot in life without a SKY diploma."). See One interpretation of this dominance by the SKY schools, and Seoul National in particular, suggests that the elite law firms strongly prefer students who have successfully navigated admission and the curriculum at these schools. But interpreting the significance of the presence of elite university graduates is complicated by the role of the Korean bar exam. Under the old regime that was in place when the lawyers in our dataset entered the profession, the low pass rate meant that passing itself sent the strongest signal regarding quality to prospective employers. This is in contrast to the U.S. context, where the likelihood of passing the bar is sufficiently high so that bar passage alone does not signal quality.
Relatedly, an alternative explanation for the dominance of SKY graduates draws from the consequences of these same strict bar pass limitations that preceded legal education reform. According to this narrative, because so few applicants passed the bar exam in Korea during the period when nearly all of the lawyers in our dataset were licensed, the dominance of SKY graduates-and of Seoul National graduates in particular-in the bar pass pool is the primary explanation for the dominance of SKY and Seoul National graduates among the Korean elite firms in our dataset. That is, according to this argument, Korean firms do not prefer SKY graduates but simply must draw from the pool of bar passers, and consequently from the JRTI graduates, which is dominated by SKY graduates.
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More research is necessary to determine which of these explanations has influenced the hiring decisions of the Korean firms, including exploration of their post--legal education reform hiring.
If it is difficult to clarify whether Korean law firms prefer elite educational credentials regarding their Korean--licensed lawyers' undergraduate institution, considering the non--Korean educational 71 See supra note 62 (regarding the proportion of SKY graduates hired since 2012.) See also Int. #11 (on file with author) (One possible explanation suggested by a former partner of one of our five firms regarding the slight decrease in SKY dominance among new hires is a sense on the part of the elite firms that they must diversify their hiring patterns to include non--SKY law school graduates, as well. This source reported that at least one firm had reached out to recruit entry--level lawyers from non--SKY law schools.). 72 The cumulative number of the JRTI graduates from 1963 and 1998 was 17,303. The number of SKY graduates was 11,994 (69.3%). Similar dominance was observed from 1998--2007 data among JRTI graduates (64.9%).
credentials of Korean--licensed lawyers may clarify. The U.S. is the dominant non--Korean jurisdiction for the Korean--licensed lawyers with regard to legal education and licensing, as it is also for lawyers in groups 2 and 3. In terms of lawyer licensing, slightly more than one--quarter of all of the lawyers practicing in the Korean firms (26.8%) were admitted in the U.S. This includes 14.3% of the Korean--licensed lawyers, and 84.1% of group 2 foreign--licensed lawyers. More than three--quarters (76.3%) of the Hong Kong lawyers were admitted in the U.S. as well. But the relationship to the U.S. is even stronger with regard to education. Nearly 40% (38.9%) of all of the lawyers we studied graduated from a U.S. law school (whether with a J.D., LL.M. or other degree). However, the importance of the U.S. is more accurately revealed by the fact that 92.7% of all of the lawyers in our dataset (Korean--licensed, foreign--licensed and HK) who earned a non--Korean law degree were graduates of U.S. law schools. 76 The preference for elite credentials is equally apparent with regard to U.S. legal education for the Korean--licensed group. Using U.S. News ranking to indicate reputation, Table 6 shows that more than 45% of Korean--licensed lawyers who earned a U.S. LL.M. attended a law school ranked among the top ten. U.S. News rank is, of course, only a loose approximation of reputation that stands quite apart from other influences that may shape the attractiveness of a particular school and the signal it sends to potential employers; these include the presence of certain faculty and the substantive focus of a lawyer's program of study in the U.S., location of the law school and alumni connections, among other factors. At the same time, U.S. News is an important consideration for many international graduate students in considering where they might want to study. It has the simplicity of purporting to capture reputation in a single number, thus simplifying the task of generating a more nuanced understanding of the sway of these schools. It is commonly referred to by international students in describing how they chose a particular law school. 77 In Table  6 , we compare across our three groups of lawyers to explore the U.S. law school credentials of lawyers who earned any U.S. law degree (as reported in Table 5 ). For each group, we look only at the dominant degree earned for that group: the LL.M. for Korean--licensed lawyers (group 1) and the J.D. for groups 2 and 3. The results show a marked 75 
See
Routes to Qualifying, THE LAW SOCIETY, available at http://www.lawsociety.org.uk/careers/becoming--a--solicitor/routes--to--qualifying/ (The new regulatory approach to licensing overseas--educated lawyers in England, for example, requires that the applicant be licensed in her home country in order to short circuit the typical licensing regime). difference between the two J.D. groups, with more than twice the proportion of Hong Kong lawyers (group 3) graduating from a top ten law school as the foreign--lawyer group (group 2). ----First, we put to the side direct comparability between the Korean--licensed lawyers (group 1) and the other two groups. Despite attending the same law schools, the difference in degree programs pursued by the Korean--licensed lawyers complicates any inferences that might be drawn from the high--ranking schools they attended. For the Korean--licensed lawyers (group 1), it is their LL.M. degree law school that we report on in Table 6 . Competition for admission to an LL.M. program is organized substantially differently than is admission for the J.D. program because only the latter requires the LSAT score and implicates U.S. News ranking for the schools. Thus, it would be mistaken to conclude from Table  6 that the reputational signal for Korean--licensed lawyers is similar to that for the Hong Kong lawyers, for example, or that the higher ranking of the schools attended by the Korean--licensed lawyer group indicates something about their quality in comparison to the foreign--licensed lawyers practicing in the same law firms in Seoul. The Korean--licensed LL.M. graduates were not competing for the same seats of admission in their law schools; indeed, in certain schools, they would not have been direct competitors even in the same classroom because of policies that separate grading regimes for LL.M.s and J.D.s. Nevertheless, the reputation of the LL.M. schools for the Korean--licensed lawyer group is consistent with the very highly regarded SKY (and in particular SNU) undergraduate degrees that dominate this group. It suggests that the elite Korean law firms in our study may use SKY credentials as a selection criteria even apart from the overrepresentation of SKY graduates among bar passers. Regardless of comparability regarding admission, a strong signal is sent by the relationships to these elite schools.
A more straightforward comparison is possible between the two groups of J.D. graduates (groups 2 and 3) included in Table 6 . These are the more direct competitors for jobs after graduation, and by limiting the Hong Kong lawyers to those who are ethnically Korean we focus on lawyers with a potential interest in working either in Seoul or in nearby Hong Kong, where their Korea--related expertise would be seen as an important benefit.
For these two groups of J.D. graduates, the difference in the U.S. News ranking of their J.D. law schools is dramatic. More than twice the proportion of Hong Kong lawyers (group 3) attended a school ranked in the top ten by U.S. News as did those in the foreign--lawyer group (group 2). 78 To explain this, we look to the context of hiring decisions by the U.S.
and Korean firms. Elite U.S. firms such as those included in the Hong Kong lawyer group (group 3) 79 generally base hiring decisions with regard to new law school graduates on a relatively rigid set of criteria in which U.S. law school reputation (including that provided by U.S. News ranking) figures prominently. Typically, hiring decisions for these firms would tend to draw from graduates of top--ranked law schools, and consequently it is not surprising that more than 93% of the Hong Kong--based lawyers in our dataset earned their J.D. from a U.S. News top--20 law school. But what explains the different orientation of the Korean law firms towards their foreign--licensed lawyers (group 2)? Is law school reputation irrelevant to them? This does not align with the information on where Korean--licensed lawyers earn their LL.M.s, which indicates the same status--consciousness reflective of the Korean university dominance of SKY. Perhaps the answer lies in the roles taken on by foreign--licensed lawyers. We explore this below.
B. FOCUS ON PRACTICE EXPERIENCE
If the Korean law firms count law school prestige consistently with the signal sent by the elite Korean--and U.S.--educational credentials of their Korean--licensed lawyers (group 1), their hiring decisions with regard to foreign--licensed lawyers (group 2) begs for some justification for departing from that same focus on educational reputation. It is possible that the explanation lies in competition over a small pool of highly accomplished ethnic Korean U.S.--licensed lawyers. Perhaps practicing in Korean law 78 Of course, the HK J.D. group is also substantially smaller than the number of foreign-- firms is not as attractive for foreign--licensed lawyers as the opportunity to join a U.S.--based law firm's Korea--focused practice in Hong Kong. According to one source, foreign--licensed lawyers practicing in Korean law firms occasionally experience frustration because they perceive that their role in Korean firms is subjugated to that of Korean--licensed lawyers. 80 Another source describes Korean--licensed lawyers as "looking down on" foreign--licensed lawyers. 81 Consistent with this is the difference in title that most elite Korean law firms use for Korean--licensed and foreign--licensed lawyers: while foreign--licensed lawyers are called "attorney," "foreign attorney" or even "senior foreign attorney," the partner title is rarely conferred. 82 Of course, partnership--like compensation and roles in management may be awarded through contract even without the title. But these factors may combine to the benefit of foreign law firms and result in a hiring advantage for U.S.--based firms, among others. 83 Understanding the roles of foreign--licensed lawyers may illuminate hiring preferences. From inside the Korean firms, descriptions of the roles of foreign--licensed lawyers present them as both central to the international identities and capabilities of the firms, and as participants in the everyday work of representing corporate clients. According to one source, "foreign attorneys' corporate legal practice does not differ much from that of Korean attorneys, except that foreign attorneys cannot represent Korean clients before Korean courts. They usually give consultation on foreign laws, check contractual provisions, and negotiate the deal on behalf of corporate clients." 84 Another observer of the Korean legal market explained that "foreign lawyers have been hired [by the top Korean firms for] both inbound and outbound work[]. Foreign lawyers were mostly involved in inbound works, because there were not as many outbound works as inbound ones in the past. But, the number of outbound works has been increasing, with a development of Korean 80 See Int. #2 (on file with author) (Korean--licensed lawyer pursuing a U.S. J.D., with experience working in Korea, in Korean law firm, among other places). 81 Chisholm, supra note 21, at 19 ("One reason Korean lawyers see the foreign lawyers' role as very limited is because they often look down on them."). 82 See Int. #11 (on file with author) (According to one source, there are two reasons that foreign--licensed lawyers are not identified as partners. First, the Attorney--At--Law Act prohibits lawyers from sharing profits with non--lawyers, and foreign--licensed lawyers are not within the definition of "lawyer" under the Attorney--At--Law Act. Thus, technically it is not possible for a foreign--licensed lawyer to occupy the position of partner in light of the profit--sharing consequences of such a role. Second, the Korean Professional Responsibility Code does not cover foreign--licensed lawyers; instead, it relies on discipline addressed to Korean--licensed lawyers who serve in supervisory roles for the former.). 83 Int. # 9 (on file with author) (a lawyer practicing with U.S.--based law firm). This controversy over the role and value of the foreign--licensed lawyers suggests an opening and opportunity as the market shifts in response to regulatory changes. While foreign--licensed lawyers are valuable to Korean firms because of their foreign--ness and investment in foreign expertise, to new entrants to the market-U.S. and other foreign law firms-these same foreign--licensed lawyers offer the benefit of local, Korean--focused knowledge. For the Korean firms, the cultural and language expertise of foreign--licensed lawyers (group 2) supports their representation of global and Korean clients in international matters. This expertise is difficult to master in an LL.M. program, however, which is more likely to offer exposure than an opportunity to develop expertise. To the foreign law firms (including U.S.--based firms), on the other hand, the appeal of the foreign--licensed lawyer group (group 2) relates to their Korean experiences. They know the principal competition (the elite Korean firms) from the inside out-a benefit to any new entrant as markets become more open-and their understanding and expertise regarding local Korean matters, including their relationships with clients, regulators, business executives, bureaucrats and others with whom they have routinely interacted-promises to facilitate the landing for newcomer firms.
With U.S. and other foreign firms able to establish offices in Seoul, there will be new opportunities to reevaluate the significance of particular credentials and experiences. The foreign firms may well try to capture the expertise of the foreign--licensed lawyer group. It is unlikely that law 85 Int. #2 (on file with author). 86 Chisholm, supra note 21, at 19. 87 Id. school credentials will be a hurdle. While law school status informs the hiring decisions for new graduates it is much less significant in hiring decisions about more experienced lawyers, and perhaps even less so in an overseas market. Liberalization thus may support the foreign--licensed lawyers (group 2) in capitalizing on their Seoul experience. This may mean shifting firms, but it is equally likely to be achieved through a renegotiated relationship with their existing (or another) Korean law firm, or, as one informant described, moving from a corporate counsel position to a foreign law firm. 90 The point is that the lower prestige of their law school background, which likely explains their Korean--firm position for at least some (and thus their membership in group 2 rather than group 3), becomes less relevant in a newly liberalized and more competitive Seoul legal market.
One possible wrinkle in capitalizing on this experience is presented by Korea's Foreign Legal Consultant licensing regime, which governs foreign law firms and the lawyers who practice with them. As described briefly above, one aspect of liberalizing the Korean legal market was the implementation of a regulatory structure to govern foreign law firms and their lawyers. Under this regime, lawyers practicing with the firms in their Seoul offices must obtain a license to practice as legal consultants. A condition for gaining an FLC license is that the lawyer must have completed a certain period of practice prior to certification as a foreign legal consultant, essentially in order to gain the experience required to competently advise clients on the law of that lawyer's home jurisdiction (where he or she is licensed).
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For U.S. firms, this means their Seoul--based lawyers must have some practice experience, at least one year of which must have been accomplished in the U.S. 92 This requirement may be difficult to satisfy for certain foreign--licensed lawyers currently practicing with Korean firms, and without it their ability to exercise mobility and gain the benefits of the more competitive market may be lost. Our data include information on prior work experience, gathered from the lawyer professional biographies on firm websites. While we are uncertain whether every foreign--licensed lawyer included such information in their online profile even if they had practiced in the U.S. prior to joining their current firm, we know that at least some lawyers in each firm reported prior work experience; thus, we can assume that underreporting, if it exists, is not due to a law firm's policy to intentionally omit such information, for example. Only 25.3% of the Korean firms' foreign--licensed lawyers (group 2) who had graduated from a U.S. law school reported practicing in the U.S.
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This compares to approximately 3% of the Korean--licensed lawyers (group 1) who reported work experience in the U.S. Only 7% of the HK group (group 3) indicated having practiced in the U.S.; however, it is not clear that lawyers with experience in a U.S. office of their current firm would have reported this in their profiles, which leads us to suspect that there may well be underreporting for the HK group.
Practice experience in the U.S. is most significant for the foreign--licensed group (group 2) because of its importance as a condition for qualifying as an FLC, and thereby being able to take advantage of the power stemming from the potential for mobility that results from the market opening. The FLC rules are technically not applicable to Korean firms and their foreign--licensed lawyers. 94 The effect of this inapplicability is to limit the opportunities of foreign--licensed lawyers who cannot or choose not to practice in the U.S. (or other home country for non--U.S.--based foreign law firms) and to segment the market for foreign--licensed lawyers into two groups: one comprised of lawyers who are available to both foreign and Korean law firms, and the other comprised of lawyers who are available only to Korean firms based on the inapplicability of the FLC regime to these firms. This is consistent with a common characteristic of globalization that intensifies existing divisions.
These various factors reflected in lawyer profiles interact in important ways to limit or enhance their appeal to prospective employers. U.S. law school reputation influences the ability to find job opportunities in the U.S. following graduation; there is some indication that law school prestige correlates with greater opportunities to practice law for new graduates, as opposed to having to take jobs not involving the practice of law. 95 Consequently, while the importance of law school ranking likely 93 We counted as "U.S. practice experience" any work experience for a U.S. firm unless it specifically indicated the work was undertaken outside of the U.S.
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The FLC Act literally applies only to those foreign--licensed lawyers who must qualify as an FLC in order to practice with a foreign law firm in Korea. See [Foreign Legal Consultant Act], Art. 3. In fact, a junior foreign--licensed lawyer working for one of our five Korean law firms, who had graduated from a U.S. law school ranked in the 11--25 U.S. News range and had practiced for more than three years in the U.S. prior to accepting a position in Korea, was advised by a senior foreign--licensed lawyer to forego registration as an FLC while practicing with the Korean law firm. Interaction with global actors (the foreign law firms) thus may be limited because of Korean regulation, which in turn reinforces, albeit indirectly, the importance of law school reputation. It is possible that foreign law firms and foreign--licensed lawyers will collaborate to develop paths for satisfying the practice condition while creating opportunities for both firms and individual lawyers, such as through a period of practice at the firm's home office. But this is an expensive investment for foreign firms and, at the same time, takes the foreign--licensed lawyer away from Korea, which is the very foundation of these lawyers' appeal. Another version of collaboration-this time between foreign and Korean law firms-might press regulators to apply the same FLC conditions to foreign--licensed lawyers practicing in Korean firms. Thus, we see an interaction between the ability to gain practice experience in the U.S. and law school reputation, which may work to increase the importance of law school prestige in the future. If foreign--licensed lawyers have experienced some sense of inferiority at the hands of Korean--licensed lawyers while practicing in Korea, they may desire to move to U.S.--based firms where their unique combination of U.S. credentials and Korean expertise will be more attractive. But the regulatory hurdle of the FLC Act requires that they have spent at least one year practicing in the U.S., an increasingly difficult experience to acquire in light of the soft job market for new law graduates in the U.S. And opportunities may be even more difficult to obtain for law graduates who may bring with them the complexity of immigration status, which may be relevant for some segment of the ethnically Korean foreign--licensed law graduates.
C. FOCUS ON GENDER
A third way to consider the choices of the firms with regard to their lawyers relates to the representation of women. Research on globalization and the legal profession suggests that globally--focused organizations may be more open to women's participation. Swethaa Ballakrishnen found that liberalization in India offered opportunities for the "emerg[ence of] . . . a hoard of new legal organizations that deal primarily with transactional corporate work for large global and domestic corporate clients. These big law firms correlation between U.S. News ranking and employment at full--time, long--term J.D.--required jobs 9 months after graduation).
have expanded and grown institutionally in many unprecedented ways, but a striking feature of their emergence-even in the largest and most prestigious firms in the country-has been the growth and success of their women lawyers." 96 Relatedly, women may be better able to capitalize on opportunities that relate to experiences shaped by globalization. Earlier research by Silver on the careers of international L.L.M. graduates from U.S. law schools, for example, showed that women were more likely than men to stay in the U.S. after completing the LL.M. degree. 97 As Table  7 reports, women are represented in approximately the same proportion in the foreign--licensed lawyer and Hong Kong lawyer groups (2 and 3), where they comprise approximately 28% of each group. This is quite similar to the overall representation of women in large law firms in the U.S. (approximately one--third 98 ). In contrast, women account for only approximately 17% of the Korean--licensed lawyer group (group 1), which, although lower than the other groups, is higher than the approximately 10% representation of women in the Korean legal profession as a whole. At the same time, women account for substantially higher proportions of more recent cohorts of bar passers. Boutcher and Silver found that female expatriate lawyers in Hong Kong offices of U.S.--based firms were significantly more likely to be partners compared to female lawyers in the home offices of the same law firms. This might suggest that the proportion of women represented in the Hong Kong group is slightly below what we might otherwise expect; at the same time, the small number of lawyers involved (59 total) makes it difficult to draw inferences. This is another area that future research must consider.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have explored the preferences for particular credentials and characteristics revealed by the choices law firms make regarding who they hire to participate in the Korean market for legal services. This snapshot of the pre--liberalization Korean legal services market already includes a heavy dose of global forces. These are felt in the debates surrounding reform of the way lawyers were educated and the licensing process, in the outward focus of the elite Korean firms that are included in our study, and in the presence of significant numbers of foreign--licensed lawyers in the Korean law firms.
Globalization has been found to reinforce existing hierarchies and we see evidence of this in the Korean context. One of the most significant substantive fields of practice may provide increased access to women, both in the short and long--term. These issues remain for future scholars.
Finally, there likely will emerge additional considerations that assume significance as the Korean market for legal services opens itself to more direct competition. The policies and practices of global firms are likely to influence the development of their Korean competitors, and vice versa. The starting point is quite substantial similarity: both Korean and U.S.--based firms reflect what can be described as a glocal policy regarding their preference for lawyers' credentials and expertise. But while U.S.--based firms follow this policy only in overseas offices (and continue to rely almost exclusively on U.S.--licensed and educated lawyers in their U.S. offices), Korean firms have taken a glocal approach as a more central aspect of their identities by pursuing it at home. At the same time, it is not entirely clear how much this has led to a combination of cultures because so many of the foreign--licensed lawyers practicing in Korea are ethnic Koreans. In this way, the glocal approach takes a local adaptation, not unlike what is apparent in Chinese offices of U.S. firms, where Chinese nationals have pursued U.S. legal education and law licenses in order to qualify under China's prohibition on locally--licensed lawyers joining foreign law firms. 106 As foreign law firms develop their physical presences in Korea, we expect that they may try to attract the former judges and prosecutors who are so important to the Korean law firms in our study. 107 In our dataset, for example, slightly more than 10% of the lawyers practicing with the Korean firms indicated that they had worked as a judge prior to joining the firm and approximately 5% had worked as prosecutors. These lawyers have so far not joined the U.S. firms in Hong Kong. This may change as there is more competition in Seoul. Again, however, the regulatory measures governing the market opening will constrain their mobility. It is not possible for foreign law firms to directly employ Korean--licensed lawyers at this point. 108 But as relationships with locally--licensed lawyers become that include the foreign--licensed lawyers and U.S.--based law firms included in this study. Our research has captured a snapshot of the period prior to reform of the law school and licensing regime, and before foreign law firms could establish offices on the ground. By studying these preferences and highlighting the consequences of existing policies, we hope to reveal certain of the paths of globalization's influence and provide a foundation for future research.
